
PENTAX Medical – State-of-the-art  
Endoscopic Ultrasound
The optimal solution from diagnosis to therapy 



>  State-of-the-art image quality
High-class ultrasound imaging and excellent visualisation 
capabilities. The combination of Hitachi’s and PENTAx 
Medical’s superb technologies results in optimised 
detection, staging and therapy.

> Maximum comfort
Flexibility and advanced maneuverability allow greater 
comfort for both patient and examiner.
EBUS is a minimal invasive technique that reduces the 
risk of complications and which can replace surgical 
invasive procedures (eg. Mediastinoscopy).

>  Broad fi eld of applications
Diagnostic and interventional procedures in the 
gastrointestinal tract as well as staging of lung cancer 
patients.

> Superior imaging modalities
Superior quality and innovative imaging modalities such 
as Real-Time Tissue Elastography, Dynamic Contrast 
Harmonic Imaging and Colour and Power Doppler for 
vessel distinction and higher procedure safety.

> Transducer visibility
Unrivalled orientation and navigation provides the user 
with more confi dence.

Superior image quality for a more 
accurate diagnosis and therapy

The outstanding image quality of PENTAx Medical ultrasound endoscopes 
offers an optimal foundation for the detection and staging of lymph nodes 
and tumours in the gastrointestinal and respiratory system.

EG-3670URK
360° radial ultrasound endoscope 
for diagnostic EUS.

Diagnostic

Diagnostic

EUS-FNA

EBUS-TBNA

Therapeutic

Therapeutic

EG-3870UTK 
Linear ultrasound endoscope for 
therapeutic EUS.

EG-3270UK
Linear ultrasound endo-
scope for day-to-day diag-
nostic EUS and EUS-FNA.

EB-1970UK
Linear ultrasound broncho-
scope for diagnostic EBUS 
and EBUS-TBNA.
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High diagnostic accuracy

Diagnostic accuracy of elastography for lymph 
nodes is presented by a sensitivity of 88% and 
a specifi city of 85%.6)

Diagnostic accuracy of elastography for pancreat-
ic mass is presented by a sensitivity of 96% and  
a specifi city of 69%.7)

Guidelines for CE-EUS by EFSUMB 

“Discrimination of hypoenhancing ductal ade-
nocarcinoma of the pancreas from other iso- 
or hyperenhancing lesions, discrimination of 
mass-forming chronic pancreatitis from ductal 
adenocarcinoma in patients with chronic pan-
creatitis and improved discrimination of cystic 
tumors from pancreatic pseudocysts”.10) 

Guidelines for elastography by EFSUMB 

“Complementing established B-mode criteria EUS 
strain ratio Elastography is useful as an additional tool 
for discrimination of benign and malignant lymph nodes 
and to better target FNA. [...] 

EUS Elastography is useful as a complementary tool for 
the characterization of focal pancreatic lesions.”5) 

Contrast-enhancement 

Contrast-enhanced ultrasound combines the advantage of high-resolution ultrasound with the 
administration of microbubble-based contrast agents using a contrast-specifi c mode of the 
Hitachi ultrasound scanner. “CE-EUS can be used for characterization of microvascularization, 
to differentiate benign from malignant lesions and to improve staging and real-time guidance 
of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures with a high sensitivity.”8)

High diagnostic accuracy 

Diagnostic accuracy of CE-US for pancreatic 
mass is presented by a sensitivity of 94% and 
a specifi city of 89%.11) 

Elastography 

Elastography is an imaging modality that evaluates the relative stiffness of tissue within the body, by its response 
to compression. It complements the existing grayscale ultrasound image by overlaying colours. Additionally, strain 
ratio elastography provides a quantitative measurement to the qualitative pattern and colour recognition by mea-
suring the strain ratio between a lesion and adjacent softer tissue. “Elastography emerges as a useful tool to dif-
ferentiate benign from malignant lesions, mainly in pancreatic diseases and lymph nodes”.1) “It is useful for identi-
fying cases in which biopsies are unnecessary and for directing biopsies to optimal areas in cases where histologic 
diagnosis is required.” 2)

Pancreatic adenocarcinoma, EG-3270UK3) Esophageal tumor, EG-3670URK4)
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The market-leading partnership of PENTAx Medical and 
Hitachi in endoscopic ultrasound has created unparal-
leled image quality and state-of-the-art technologies. 
By offering radial and linear ultrasound endoscopes, 
Real-Time Tissue Elastography and EBUS-guided TBNA, 
the partnership is developing a unique product range for 
optimal patient care.

Innovative imaging 
modalities for a more 
accurate diagnosis 
and therapy



This brochure is intended for distribution in EMEA.

EG-3670URK 
State-of-the-art ultrasound technology in a radial endoscope 
designed for diagnosis.

The outstanding image quality of the EG-3670URK, combining 
a forward viewing endoscope and ultrasound, offers an optimal 
foundation for the detection and staging of lymph nodes and 
tumours in the gastrointestinal system. 

EG-3270UK 
State-of-the-art ultrasound technology in a slim linear 
endoscope designed for the daily diagnostic EUS and EUS-FNA.
 

The EG-3270UK combines the feasibility of Fine Needle 
Aspiration (FNA) with excellent ultrasound image quality in a 
very comfortable endoscope. This unique combination sets a 
new standard in endoscopic ultrasound for everyday practice; 
easy to use and applicable to a wide range of procedures.

EG-3870UTK
State-of-the-art ultrasound technology in a linear 
endoscope designed for therapy.

The EG-3870UTK ultrasound endoscope with its outstanding 
image quality offers an optimal foundation for the detection 
and staging of lymph nodes and tumors in the gastrointestinal 
system. 
The combination of excellent image quality and a large working 
channel offers a variety of therapeutic options.

EB-1970UK
State-of-the-art ultrasound technology, new level 
of precision and visual accuracy

The outstanding image quality of the EB-1970UK offers an 
uncompromising foundation for the detection and staging of 
lymph nodes and tumours in the lung.
Endobronchial ultrasound and real-time EBUS-TBNA contribute 
to a more reliable diagnosis and precise staging - becoming a 
standard for optimal patient care.

A product range which meets your expert needs.

The Endoscopic Ultrasound Journal 

Endoscopic Ultrasound, a publication of the Euro EUS Scientifi c 
Committee, Asia-Pacifi c EUS Task Force, is a peer-reviewed on-
line journal with a quarterly print on demand version. The journal’s 
full text is is free and available online at 

http://www.eusjournal.com. 

The journal covers technical and clinical studies related to health, 
ethical and social issues in the fi elds of EUS, ERCP and EBUS.

Clinical benefi ts 

The PENTAx Medical ultrasound endoscopes‘ excellent 
B mode image quality allows highly accurate EUS-guided 
diagnosis and therapy.
Colour and Power Doppler imaging help to clearly iden-
tify vessels before targeting the needle for EUS-FNA 
and EBUS-TBNA.

High-resolution B mode combined with Hitachi HI Com 
and HI Rez+ provides the clinician with multiple options 
and the fl exibility to improve resolution, delineation and 
depth of imaging, whilst reducing noise, to improve 
diagnosis.

B mode & Doppler imaging 

The B mode (brightness mode) is a two-dimensional ultrasound imaging of the tissue and underlying structures 
and represents the standard grayscale ultrasound image. Doppler imaging mode is used to provide a visualisation of 
blood vessels and surrounding structures, adding information about blood fl ow direction and velocity. 
Hitachi HI Com combines frequency and spatial compounding resulting in an exceptional contrast and detailed 
resolution. Hitachi HI Rez+ is a high-resolution, real-time tissue adaptive fi lter technique which enhances real tissue 
echoes and provides a more uniform appearance.

GIST, B mode, EG-3870UTK 1) LN 7, Sarcoidosis, Doppler, EB-1970UK2)

1) Courtesy of Dr. Marc Giovannini, Paoli Calmettes Institut Marseille, France
2)  Courtesy of Prof. Jouke Annema, Academic Medical Centre, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands 
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PENTAX Nederland B.V.
Amsterdamseweg 29
1420 CA Uithoorn
Netherlands
Tel.: +31 88 / 5 30 30 30
Fax: +31 88 / 5 30 30 40
E-mail: medical@pentax.nl

PENTAX Italia S.r.l.
Via Dione Cassio, 15
20138 Milano
Italy
Tel.: +39 / 02 50 99 58 1
Fax: +39 / 02 50 99 58 60
E-mail: marketing.lifecare@pentaxitalia.it

SIMMEDICA – Sistemas Integrales
de Medicina, S.A.
Avenida del Sistema Solar 25
28830 San Fernando de Henares · Madrid
Spain
Tel.: +34 91 / 301 62 40
Fax: +34 91 / 751 31 15
E-mail: sim@simmedica.com

PENTAX Europe GmbH
Representative office in Moscow
Sadovnicheskaya str, 82, build 2, entrance 6
Regus, Business center „Aurora“
Office 2012, 2013
Moscow, 115035
Russian Federation
Tel.: +7 495 / 792 52 00
Fax: +7 495 / 792 35 66

PENTAX Europe GmbH 
Turkey Liaison Office
Veko Giz Plaza, Meydan Sok. No:3/43  
34396 Maslak – Istanbul
Turkey
Tel.: +90 212 / 705 05 26
Fax: +90 212 / 705 05 00

HOYA Corporation
PENTAX Life Care Division
1-1-110, Tsutsujigaoka
Akishima-shi
196-0012 Tokyo
Japan
Tel.: +81 3 / 39 60 51 55
Fax: +81 3 / 53 92 67 24

PENTAX Europe GmbH
Julius-Vosseler-Straße 104
22527 Hamburg
Germany
Tel.: +49 40 / 5 61 92 - 0
Fax: +49 40 / 5 60 42 13
E-mail: medical@pentax.de

PENTAX U.K. Limited
PENTAx House
Heron Drive, Langley
Slough SL3 8PN
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 17 53 / 79 27 33
Fax: +44 17 53 / 79 27 94
E-mail: medical@pentax.co.uk

PENTAX France Life Care S.A.S.
112 quai de Bezons
B.P. 204
95106 ARGENTEUIL CEDEx
France
Tel.: +33 1 / 30 25 94 78 
Fax: +33 1 / 30 25 74 45
E-mail: contact.medical@pentax.fr

In the interest of technical progress, specifications may change without notice.


